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Carnal Torpor, Sketch of *Purifications of the CalmDome* (work in progress), 2009
Pride faith heart and soul
Come together - take control...
All the babes in their places...
Now's the time...
Let's go to punches...
You can live in the trenches... or in a house with picket fences...
But when the rain falls down...
We're all gonna drown...
Clown

Jeremiah Day performing at the Van Abbemuseum, 2008
Theaster Gates and The Black Monks of Mississippi performing at the Van Abbemuseum, 2008
Scott Hocking, Ziggurat East/Fisher Body, Detroit, 2008
Carol Jackson, Installation view at the Van Abbemuseum, 2008
Matthew Day Jackson, Installation view of *The Lower 48*, 2006
Members of Miss Rockaway Armada performing at the Van Abbemuseum as part of Hope Floats, 2008
Michael Rakowitz, *Dull Roar*, 2005
Julika Rudelius, Video still from *Rites of Passage*, 2008
Artur Silva, Installation view of The Wealth of Regions, 2008